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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Application of ) 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY ) 
(U-33S-E) for a Certificate that ) 
the Present and Future Public ) 
Convenience and Necessity Require ) 
or Will Require the Construction and ) 
operation of Applicant of a 500 ~ ) 
Transmission Line Between Palo Verde ) 
Switchyard and Oevers Substation ) 
and Related Appurtenances. ) 

---------------------------------) 

Application 85-12-012 
(Petition filed 

Oeto~er 10, 1989) 

QEtNXON HOnlEXXNG DE~SX9N 88-12-030 

This order addresses Southern California Edison Company's 
(SCE) October 10, 1989 petition tor modification of Oecisicn (0.) 
88-1Z-030 and companion motion. We approve certain aspects of 
SCE's request to modify the procedural schedule for reevaluating 
Oevers Palo Verde No. 2 (OPV2) under merger conditions. However, 
we deny SCE's request for a 13-month extension of time to comply 
with ordering Paragraphs 6 and 12 of D.88-12-030. Instead, we 
grant SCE a 3-month extension until Fe~ruary 1, 1990. Attachment 4 

presents the ordering paragraphs of 0.88-12-030, as modified by 
this order. 
A. Baetground 

On December 9, 1988, the Commission issued D.88-12-030 
and granted SCE a certificate of public convenience and necessity 
(CPC&N) to construct and operate a second SOo· kilovolt transmission 
line ~etween Devers Substation and Palo Verde Switchyard (DPV2). 
The CPC&N was qranted subjeet to specified conditions and for an 
opera.ting date no sooner than June 1993. Three of those conditions 
are especially relevant to· this order and are summarized below: 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

If the SCE/San Diego Gas & Eleetric 
Company (SDG&E) merger is an active 
possi~ility as of January 1, 1990, SCE 
must, ~y January lS, 1990, file a report 
on the status of the merger. In addition, 
SCE must petition the CPUC for 
reevaluation of DPV2 in the context of the 
then merger status and not commence 
construction of DPV2. (0.88-12-030, 
Ordering Paragraph 3.) 

SCE must submit, ~y November 1, 1989 
applicable signed agreements implementing 
~enefit enhancement measures and copies of 
signed contracts for transmission service 
over DPVl from 1990-93, over DPV2 and over 
SCE's existing system west of the Devers 
Substation, including all final amenaments 
to the SCE/Los Angeles Department of Water 
and Power Exchange Agree~ent (Exchange 
Agreement). (D.88-12-030, ordering 
Paragraph 6.) 

SCE :must file, ~y November 1, 1Q89, an 
amended cost estimate for DPV2. This 
estimate should reflect any adjustments 
in adopted project costs due to 
(l) anticipated delays in starting the 
projeet or inflation, (2) final desi~ 
criteria and (3) the adopted mitigat~on 
measures and mitigation monitoring 
program. (D.88-12-030, ordering Paragraph 
12. ) 

On December 15, 1988, SCE filed Application (A.) 
88-12-035 for authorization and approval of a merger ~etween SCE 
and SDG&E. Evidentiary hearings in that proceeding are currently 
scheduled for April through August 1990. 

On July 17 I 198,9, the Assigned Administrative :t.aw Judges 
(ALJ's) in the DPV2 proce'eding (A.85-12-012), the merger proceeding 
(A.88-12-03S) and the Biennial Resource Plan Update (BRPU) 
proceeding (I.89-07-004) issued a Joint Ruling on Coordination 
Procedures (Joint Ruling). Among other things,. the Joint Ruling 
established a coordination approach and schedule for reevaluation 
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of OPV2 in light of potential merger conditions (OPV2 

reevaluation). ~he Joint Ruling linked these related proceedings, 
and their schedules, as outlined in Attachment 1. Under this 
schedule, a prehearinq conference would be held in January 1990, 
testimony filed in March and July, workshops held in April, and 
evidentiary hearings conducted in August 1990; no decision date was 
sCheduled. 

On August S, 1989, SCE appealed the Joint Ruling. The 
Assigned Commissioners denied SCE's appeal on september 20, 19S9, 
and upheld the schedule set forth in the Joint Ruling (Assigned 
Commissioners'Rulinq). However, the Assigned Commissioners' 
Rulinq outlined an alternative if, for operational or contractual 
reasons, this schedule proved unworkable for SCE: 

" ••• the only alternative we can see is t~ allow 
seE to present an analysis in a OPV2 proceeding 
that covers a range of likely outcomes for the 
merger proceeding. Under this approach, SCE 
would present a set of reasonable scenarios, 
with and without DPV2, in order to identify the 
likely range of project net benefits under 
merged conditions. In order to comply with the 
requirements of CEQA, SCE would need to include 
an evaluation of the no-project alternatives 
presented in its amended DPV2 application 
(i.e., the "Infinite Bridge" and the "Expanded 
Bridge"), under a range of possible merger 
scenarios. The expected outcome of such an 
analysis would be a decision by the Commission 
on SCE's CPC&N under merger conditions. Final 
cost recovery for DPV2 would await ! final 
decision in the merger proceeding." 

1 Assigned CQmmissioners' Ruling On Appeal 9: CQordinatioD
Procedures, aatea Septeniber 20, 1989 (A.8S-12-012, et al .. ) .. 
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On October 10, 1989, SCE tiled (1) a motion to revise the 
schedule for reevaluating DPV2 under merger conditions (Motion), 
and (2) a petition for modification of 0.88-12-030 (petition).2 

Responses to SCE's Motion and Petition were tiled by the 
Division of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA), Southern California Utility 
Power Pool (SCUPP), the cities of Azusa, Banning, Colton, and 
Riverside (Southern Cities), the City of Vernon (Vernon), and the 
California Energy Commission (CEC).3 On November 6, 1989 a 
prehearing conference was held before Administrative Law Judge 
Gottstein. 4 

B. §g's....Reques:tedBeliet 
SCE believes that the schedule set forth in the Joint 

Ruling is unworkable because it would preclude SCE from timely 
awarding contracts'to material suppliers and thus, from achieving 

2 See (l) ~2tiQn Of The Sout~rn Calit9rnia Egison CQropany 
Rerolesting That The Administ~tive Law Jugge Adopt A Revised 
Proxedural S~edulg, and (2) ~titiQn Be~esting the Commissiop To 
Ext~nd The Time For South~rn Calirotpia Egis2P To comply Wtth 
Qr~ring P~r~~hs N2. 6 and 12 Qf Dexision No. 88-12-030, dated 
October 10, 1989. By letter dated. November 2, 198-9, our Executive 
Director granted SCE's request for a temporary extension of time to 
comply with Ordering Paragraphs 6 and 12 of D.88-12-030 until the 
effective date of this order. 

3 SCUPP' and the Southern Cities request permission to intervene 
in this proceeding for the purpose of filing these comments. Their 
request is granted. . 

4 As SCE noted in its filings, procedural matters are generally 
left to the discretion of the ALJ in consultation with the assigned 
Commissioner. However, it became apparent during the course of the 
PHC, and from the written responses, that SCE's Motion to revise 
the procedural schedule raised sUbstantive issues concerninq the 
CPC&N qranted in D.88-12-030. For this reason, we are addressing 
the two filings jointly in this order. 
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an in-service date of June 1993. Moreover, according to SCE, if it 
is unable t~ commence construction prior to June 1990, the Los 
Angeles Department of Water and Power (LAOWP) would have the right 
to build DPV2 under the terms of the Exchange Agreement, as 
amended. 

Therefore, SCE requests that the procedural schedule be 
accelerated, so that a final decision on the OPV2'reevaluation can 
be issued no later than April 4, 1990. To achieve this decision 
date, SCE proposes to file testimony on 'December 1, 1989, along 
with an amended Proponent's Environmental Assessment (PEA). 
Attachment 2 presents SCE's proposed schedule.. As clarified ~t the 
November 6, 1989 PHC, SCE intends to base its reevaluation of 0PV2 
on their merger case-in-chief (CIC), augmented by relevant 
ass~ptions from the Joint Study used to evaluate 0PV2 on a stancl
alone basis .. 5 Attachment 3 outlines the scope of analysis and 
sensitivities that SCE plans to present in its December filing. 

5 

- In adclition, SCE requests an extension of time to comply 
with Ordering Paragraphs 6 and 12 of 0.88'-12-030. (See Section A. • above. ) seE states that it has been unable to' finalize contracts 
for benefit enhancement measures and transmission service, as 
required by Ordering Paragraph 6 of 0.88-12-030. Although SCE 
stipulated to this condition, SCE asserts that it dicl not 
anticipate the degree of reluctance on the part of potential 
purchasers to sign contracts until the DPV2 construction 
commencement and in-service dates were certain.6 In SCE's View, 
the delay in the CPC&N resulting from the merger conciition, coupled. 

S The term. "'stand-alone If refers to the SCE system assuming non
merger conditions. 

6 On September 29, 1988, SCE joined DRA in stipulating to this 
and other conditions to the CPC&N. The ordering' paragraphs of 
0.88-12-03:0 incorporate the exact language of the stipulation. ./' 
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with the schedule set forth· in the Joint Ruling, has been the xnajor 
impediment to· SCE's finalizing these contracts for a November 1, 
1989 submittal. 

For similar reasons, SCE states that it is unable to 
develop an accurate amended cost estimate for DPV2 until a CPC&N 
under merger conditions is issued, and a revised DPV2 project 
schedule is determined. 

Accordingly, SCE requests that D.88-12-030 ~e modified to 
extend the filing dates tor the signed agreements and amended cost 
estimates described in Ordering Paragraphs 6 and 12. Specifically, 
SCE asks that the deadlines in Ordering Paragraphs 6 and 12 be 
changed from November 1, 1989 to December 1, 1990.7 In SCE's 
view, these modifications, together with the revised sChedule 
requested in its Motion, will enable it to commence construction by 
June 1990 for a DPV2 in-service date of June 1993. 
c. Po~ti2D of Respondents 

None of the respondents objects to accelerating the pace 
of the schedule for reevaluating DPV2, so long as the schedule 
remains workable and does not prejudice the ability of parties to 
participate meaningfully in this proceeding and the merger. 
Furthermore, none of the respondents obje~s to a modest extension 
of the deadline for SCE to file finalized DPV2 A~eements. 
However, each respondent raises one or more major objections with 
regard to the following: (1) the impact of SCE's proposals on the 
sequence of DPV2 certification requirements I (2-) the impact of the 
proposed schedule on merger-related issues; and/or (3) the type of 

7 See Petition, Attachment B. 
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analysis SCE proposes to conduet for reevaluating DPV2 under ~erger 
conditions.8 

1. Change xn Se<Ne~ Ot...,ceJj:;itieatiQD Eyents 
SCUPP, DRA, and Southern Cities/Vernon point out that, if 

granted, SCE's Motion and Petition wou14 allow SCE to commence 
construction of DPV2 prior to submission of any signed 0PV2 
agreements for benefit enhance~ents (DPV2 Agreements). They argue 
that this change constitutes a major modification to the sequence 
of conditions imposed by 0.88-12-030 for the DPV2 stand-alone 
CPC&N. In their view, the Commission certified DPV2 for a pre-1997 
in-service date only if SCE could demonstrate certain benefit 
enhancements and, accordingly, required SCE to present all OPV2 
Agreements prior to commencement of construction. ORA elaims that 
seE is using a "procedural guise" to change the substantive 
requirements for stand-alone approval and overturn the Commission's 
prior orders. 

Moreover, Southern Cities/Vernon argue that SCE's request 
for relief is without ~erit, alleging that SCE's failure to· obtain 
signed transmission service agreements is due to its own failure to 
pursue finalization of these contraets.9 DRA also arques that 
SCE's own actions (i.e., its contractual arrangements with LADWP 
and pursuit of a merger with SOG&E) have painted the company "into 
a corner" with respect to OPV2. For these reasons, SCUPP, DRA, and 
Southern Cities/Vernon recommend that the Commission continue to 
require the filing of these signeclagreements prior to commencement 
of construction. 

8 Since Vernon supports an4 adopts the comments of Southern 
Cities in their entirety, we refer to these two parties 
collectively, as "Southern CitieS/Vernon". 

9 See: R9uthern Cities R$~onse ~o SPuthe.n Californ~ EdiR2n 
C9mpany~ RequesVo.r A R~'<Q.s~d Procedural S$hegyle, p. 4; PRC 
~ranscript at 127-129 • 
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Scupp and Southern Cities/vernon also point out that, 
under the current schedule, submission of th~ OPV2 Agreements would 
precede the Commission's reevaluation of OPV2 under merger 
conditions. They urge the Commission to preserve this chronology. 
Otherwise, they argue, SCE's testimony about the usage of the line 
would De speculative and critical information will De absent tor 
the decisionmakinq process. 

2.. Impact on Me:mer:Relat,ed Issues 
In DRA's view, SCE's procedural recommendations 

effectively decouple OPV2 from the coordinated three-proceeding 
schedule set forth in the Joint Ruling. DRA Delieves this may 
disadvantage ORA's merger ease, particularly if merger-related 
issues are litigated and decided in the the DPV2 proceeding. 
Moreover, under SCE's proposed schedule, ORA would De required to 
develop Hlikely merger outcomeH scenarios for the OPV2 reevaluation 
at the same time that ORA is developing its testimony in the merger 
proceeding. Under the current merger schedule~ ORA's merger 
testimony is due January 15. Under SCE's proposed schedule, ORA 
would be required to' file its DPV2 prepared testimony the following 
day. 

If the commission grants SCE's Motion, ORA requests that 
the Commission adopt its recommendations on the type of analysis 
needed for effective decoupling of OPV2 issues from the merger 
proceeding (see below). In addition, DRA requests leave to file 
supplemental testimony following the first filing in the merger 
proceeding. 

3.. Bee:valuati,on Analysis and Assumption~ 

Both CEC and ORA object to SCE's proposed approach for 
reevaluating OPV2 under merger conditions, either in terms of the 
resource plannin9 assumptions, or scope of analysis. Howeve~, as 
described below, they differ with re9arci to their recommendations. 
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CEC recommends that SCE be required to base the OPV2 
reevaluation upon the assumptions adopted in CEC's 19~8 Electric1t~ 
Report (ER7).10 In CEC's view, using the ER7 assumptions would 
accomplish the Commission's objective of consistency in planning 
assumptions, as described in the Joint Ruling. In addition, CEC 
argues that these assumptions are the only ones which have been 
recently adopted following extensive opportunity for comment and 
input by all interested parties. Moreover, the ER7 assumptions 
served as the base case for SCE's recent filing in the BRPO 
proceeding. Finally, CEC argues that using ER7 assumptions is 
appropriate because such assumptions represent a "conservative" 
view of the need for additional resources. In CEC's view, i~ SCE 
can justify the need for DPV2 using these ER7 planning assumptions, 
the POC can feel comfortable proceeding on an expedited schedule as 
requested by SCE. 

DRA, on the other hand, anticipates that the starting 
point of resource planning assumptions in the OPV2 reevaluation 
would be the same as the assumptions used by SCE in their merger 
filing. ORA and SCE would then vary those assumptions as necessary 
to· determine the vigor of the project under changing conditions. 
In addition, SCE would be required to- analyze DPV2 against a range 
of merger scenarios, which would be determined by the ORA. ~he 

objective of this analysis would be to account for the present 
level of uncertainty on relevant aspects of a potential merged 
entity. In ORA's view, to obtain approval for OPV2, SCE must show 
expected project benefits even in a merger scenario which proves to 
be a "worst-case" for DPV2. 

10 CEC did not address the issues raised in SCE's petition • 
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D. Enviromgental Review 
During the PHC, the assigned ALJ raise~·the issue of how 

the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requirements were 
going to ~e considered. SCE's proposed schedule assumes that an 
Addendum to the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) would be 
sufficient for the DPV2 reevaluation. The Commission's Advisory 
and Compliance Division (CACO) had indicated in a letter to SCE, 
dated Octo~er 11, 1989, that a Supplemental EIR would be 
required.11 According to CACD, the preparation of a Supplemental 
EIR would significantly extend the schedule for the OPV2 
reevaluation. As of the PHC, SCE and CACO were not in agreement as 
to what would be required to comply with CEQA, and how to modify 
the procedural schedule, should a Supplemental EIR be required. 
CACO plans to wait in making a final determination on these issues 
until it receives and reviews SCE's PEA. 12 

E. Dis<c!lssion 

Should SCE be authorized to· commence construction of OPV2 
before complying with Ordering Paragraphs No. 6 and 12 of 
0 .. 88-12-0301 We agree with SCUFP, ORA., and Southern Cities/Vernon 
that this is the threshold question raised DY SCE in its October 10 
filinqs.13 Moreover, this issue must be addressed before we can 
consider the merits and feasi~ility of SCE's motion to· accelerate 
the schedule for reevaluating DPV2 under merger conditions. 

11 Letter from Elaine Russell, CACD, to Mr. Ron Daniels of SCE, 
dated Octo~er 11, 1989. 

12 PHC Transcript at 140-141 .. 

13 Although SCE did not originally characterize its re~ested 
relief in this way, SCE later acknowledged that the comb~ned impact 
of its Petition and Motion would ~e to change the order of CPC&N 
requirements for DPV2, under DOth stand-alone and merged 
conditions.. See PHC Transcript at 131-132'. 
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Our first observation is that SCE's request requires 
major modifications to 0 .. 88-12-03.0. The 'sequence of certification 
requirements is an integral conai tion to the CPC&N i.tself.. As 

described in the Assigned Commissioners' Ruling, 0.88-12-030 

authorizea SeE to construct DPV2 for a 1997 on-line date. SCE was 
given the opportunity to, operate the line before 1997 only if it 
coula demonstrate enhanced. near-term.project benefits (e.g., 
increased transmission service revenues) prior to commencement of 
construction. 

With respect to Ordering Paragraph 12, SCE's request 
would result in commencement of construction prior to the 
Commission's final adoption of a cost cap for the project, as 
required under Public utilities Code 1005 .. $. This represents not 
only a major modification to 0.88-12-030, but also- a siqnificant 
departure from our general treatment of costs for transmission 
projects of this size. 

Therefore, SCE's requested relief involves much more than 
a simple date extension for the filings described in Ordering 
Paragraphs 6 ana 12. The sequence of certification requirements 
adopted in 0.88-12-030 was designed to adequately protect ratepayer 
interests under a range of possible developments that could render 
the OPV2 project less desirable than project alternatiVes. It we 
cl'l.ange this sequence, and thereby the circumstances under which SCE 
may commence construct~on of OPV2, we also, neea to reevaluate the 
risks and benefits to ratepayers of certifying the line prior to, 
1997. 

SCE's request also raises major compliance and cost 
recovery issues that were never contemplated during the proceeding, 
namely, what to do "after the fact" if SCE cannot achieve the 
required benefit enhancements. These issues are further 
complicated by our obligation under CEQA to carefully weigh the 
level of economic benefits against environmental impacts among 
project alternatives.. For our deli~rations in 0.88-12-030, the 
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level of economic benefits attributed to DPV2 were those associated 
with SCE's full achievement of benefit enhancements.14 

In sum, SCE's Petition ~roposes modifications to 
0.88-12-030 that require us·to reconsider :major elements of a 
complex decision. In this respect, SCE's Petition is procedurally 
improper. As we discussed in D.88-01-044, a petition is not the 
appropriate procedural vehicle for changes of this magnitude; 
rather, such chanqes should be by application for rehearing or by a 
new application. 15, SCE'sOctober 10 filinqs are inadequate to 
serve as either a new application or application for rehearing, and 
untimely as the latter.16 

We also- deny SCE' s Petition on s~stanti ve grounds. SCE 
offers no compelling reason for us to even consider~ let alone 
implement, changes to the certification requirements requested in 
its October 10 filings. 17 The contractual and operational factors 

14 The level of benefit enhancements required to maXe ratepayers 
indifferent between a 1993 and 1997 on-line date is approximately 
$34 million in net pre~ent value, in 1990 dollars. see 
0.88-12-030, Conclusion of Law 5 and Ordering Paragraph 4. 

15 0.88-01-044, mimeo. at pp.. 11-12. 

16 Section 1003.5 of the PUblic Utilities Code (PO Code) outlines 
the filing requirements for a new CPC&N application. Applications 
for rehearing must be filed within 30 days after the date of 
issuance of a Commission's decision. (See PO Code Section 1731(b) 
and the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, Rule 85.) 
Furthermore, such applications must set forth specifically the 
grounds on which the applicant considers the decision to- be 
unlawful or erroneous. (PO Code Section 1732 and Rule 86.1., 

17 In its October 10 filings, SCE characterized the Assi~ed 
Commissioners' Ruling as providing the opportunity for rev~sing 
these requirements. (See Petiti9n, page 4-$.) While that ruling 
clearly offered SCE the opportunlty to- present a proposal for 
accelerating the DPV2 reevaluation schedule, it in no way suggested 
that the schedule for complying with ordering Paragraphs 6 and 12 
would also, be reconsidered. 
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that SCE describes in its filinqs were fully anticipated by the 
parties to this proceeding and incorporated into the adopted CPC&N 
conditions. SCE knew as early as September 1988 that it would need 
to renegotiate the circumstances under which LADWP could build 
OPV2. 1S SCE also knew at that t~me that its decision to pursue 
the merqer with SOG&E would triqger a reevaluation of the project~ 
the timing of which could render a mid-1990 construction start date 
infeasible. As noted in the Assigned Commissioners' Ruling, 
0.88-12-030 clearly stated that active consideration of the merger 
would require careful reevaluation of the OPV2 CPC&N, and possi~ly 
delay the project well beyond SCE's proposed on-line date.19 

Moreover, based on the response filed ~y SOuthern 
Cities/Vernon, we are unconvinced that SCE's inability to fulfill 
the requirements of Orderinq Paraqraph 6 is due solely to 
uncertainty over the project on-line date. Even if it were, we are 
unwilling to change the sequence of certification requirements for 
the reasons stated above. We agree with ORA that SCE has placed 
itself in the difficult position described in its October 10 
filings. Therefore, it is SCE's responsibility to take whatever 
actions are necessary to minimize this uncertainty and successfully 
fulfill the CPC&N conditions adopted in 0.88-12-030. 

With regard to SeE's request to modify Ordering 
Paraqraph 12, we believe that Ordering Paragraph 16 of 0.88-12-030 
provides SCE with an adequate opportunity to' recover costs above 
the amended cost estimate caused by (1) delays in initial 
construction and/or (2) unforeseen circumstances. 

18 The need to renegotiate the Exchange Aqreement was 
incorporated into the SeE/DRA stipulated set of.conaitions to the 
CPC&N. See Footnote 6· above. 

19 See Assiqned Commissioners' Rulinq, pp. 3-4. 
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For the reasons state4 above~ we deny SCE's Petition on 
both procedural and substantive qrounds. Instead, we qrant SCE a 
3-month extension of time to file (to February 1, 1990)~ and modity 
Orderinq Paraqraphs 6 and 12 accordingly. Any turther delays in 
obtaining this information could jeopardize our ability to 
adequately review and consider this information in the OPV2 
reevaluation, qiven the schedule outlined below. 20 

We now turn to SCE's Motion, and its request to 
accelerate the schedule tor reevaluating OPV2. While we do not 
accept SCE's operational and contractual reasons as a rationale for 
modifying 0.88-12-030, we do consider them to· be SUfficient for 
making procedural adjustments to our schedule. Therefore, we are 
willing to modify the Joint Ruling schedule for this proceeding, to 
the .extent feasible. 

Specifically, we will allow SCE to file its testimony 
before the Phase 1A determination in I .S·9-07-004. The analysis 
included in this testimony shall comply with the direction given in 
the Assigned Commissioners' Rulinq and in this order and any 
subsequent rul ings by the assigned Ali] or Commissioner. 21 
Consistent with SCE's proposal, we will also· eliminate the 
requirement that evidentiary hearings await the ALJ ruling on 

20 As noted by SCUPP, we also need adequate opportunity to review 
the executed contracts to ensure compliance with the CPC&N under 
stand-alone conditions. Specifically, we need to determine whether 
or not these transmission service contracts result in the level of 
enhanced ~enefits require~ to· place DPV2 in service prior to 1997. 
This issue can only be addressed once the actual contracts have 
been executed and tiled for our review. 

21 See AsSigned Commissioners' Rulinq, pp. 5-6. .We also suggest, 
as aid the Assigned Commissioners, that SCE work with ORA to 
identify the likely scenarios and merger outcomes that would 
contribute to this analysis. 
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transmission and system integration in A.88-12-03S, the merqer 
proeeed.ing. 

However, we do not adopt SCE's specific proposal for 
accelerating the process, for several reasons. First, as described. 
in section 0 above, a final determination on CEOA requirements will 
not be made until SCE files its application and PEA. ~herefore, a 
final proeedural sehedule cannot be established until that 
c1etermination has been made.22 

Second, SCE's proposed schedule for filinq testimony 
assumes that ORA has concurred on scenarios, assumptions, and 
methodoloqies for the analysis of OPV2 cost-effectiveness under 
likely merger outcomes. While there appears to be prel~inary 
concurrence, ORA is still in the process of developing its 
testimony for the merqer proceeding and cannot be expected to 
identify at this time the final range of merger scenarios it 
considers appropriate for the DPV2 reevaluation. We will, 
therefore, afford ORA the opportunity, as it requests, to tile 
supplemental testimony following the first filing in the merger 
proceeding_ This, in turn, may affect the proeedural schedule. 

Third, as directed above,. seE's filinqs in response to 
Ordering Paragraphs 6 and 12 will be filed for our consideration 
before the OPV2 reevaluation is submitted. Accordinqly,. the 
assigned ALJ will need to make adjustments to· the' schedule, as 

22 If it is determined that a Supplemental EIR is required, the 
Draft supplemental EIR would. need to· be issued. and available to 
parties before testimony is filed and prior t~ evidentiary 
hearings. 
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~ necessary, in o~de~ to p~ovide 
those filings. 23 

parties an opportunity to respond to 

Fourth, SCE's proposed analysis does not accomplish an 
acceptable degree of consistency across related proceedings. As 

CEC points out, nothing contained in the Assigned. commissioners' 
Rulinq indicates a d.eparture from the importance of consistency in 
planning assumptions. We,. therefore,. direct seE to au9ltlent its 
analysis with a case (and associated. sensitivities) using the ER7 
planning assumptions. We aqree with CEC that this set of 
assumptions is the only "common thread" across the three related. 
proceedings until a Phase lA d.ecision or ruling is issued in the 
BRPU. SCE should use the SERASYM ER7 case being developed. in the 
merger proceed.ing for this purpose.Z4 

With the aDove exceptions noted,. we approve SCE's 
proposal for mod.ifying the coordination approach and procedural 
schedule ad.opted. in the Joint Ruling. The final timetable for this 
proceeding will be established by the assigned ALJ. A further 
prehearing conference should be scheduled following SCE's submittal 
of testimony and CACD's assessment of CEQA requirements. 

We anticipate that the procedural modifications adopted 
in this order will permit a more expeditious consideration of DPV2 
under merger conditions. As DRA points out, however, the outcome 
of this process may be inconClusive and require further 
consideration after the merger proceeding i~ completed~ In that 

23 We do not agree with SCUFP and Southern Cities/vernon that 
SCE's filing ot this information must necessarily precede the 
preparation and filing of intervenor testimony. However, a 
reasonable opportunity to review and respond to this information 
should be provided. We leave the speCifics to the discretion of 
the assigned ALJ. 

24 Specifically,. SCE should use the ELFIN to SERASYM translation 
of ER7 contained in the second Joint Exhibit. (See Assigned 
Commissioners' Ruling, Attachment 1, page 6.) 

- 16 -
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respect, we cannot guarantee a commission determination prior to 
the original schedule outlined in the Joint Ruling-

Nor do we guarantee that the scbedule can Ce acceler~ted 

to the degree proposed by SCE, given the uncertainty over the 
specific EIR analysis and documentation that will be required. 
Rather, we are offering SeE the opportunity to present its case on 
a schedule that permits our consideration of OPV2under merger 
conditions as soon as practicable. To this end, SCE is in the best 
position to quard against delays in thescnedule, by tiling a 
complete PEA and by responding to data requests in a complete and 
timely manner. 
EixQings of Fact 

1. On October 10, 1989, SCE filed (1) a ~otion to revise the . 
schedule for reevaluating OPV2 under merger conditions, and (2) a 
petition for modification of D.88-12-030. 

2. In its petition, SeE requests an extension until 
December 30, 1990 to· comply with ordering Paragraphs 6 and 12 of 
0.88-12-030. 

3. In its motion, seE requests acceleration of the schedule 
adopted in the Joint Ruling for reevaluating OPV2', such that seE 
can commence construction in June, 1990 

4. Several aspects of SCE's petition and motion were opposed 
by ORA, CEC, SCOPP, Southern Cities and Vernon. 

5·. In 0.88-12-030, the Commission certified DPV2 for a 1993 
in-serviee date, provided that SCE could demonstrate enhanced 
project benefits equal to approximately $34 million in net present 
value (1990 dollars). 

6. ordering paragraphs 6 and 12 of 0.88-12-030 require SCE 
to submit: (a) proof of benefit enhancements (e.g., transmission 
service contracts) and Cb) amended cost estimates by November 1, 
1989, approximately seven months prior to, commencement of 
construction tor a 1993 in-service date. 

- 17-
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7. SCE's requests change the sequence of certification 
requirements adopted in 0.88-12-030, and would allow SCE to 
commence construction before either (a) SCE demonstrates that it 
has enhanced the benefits of the project as required by Ordering 
Paragraph 4 or (b) the commission adopts a cost cap for the 
project, as required under PUblic Utilities Code 100S.$. 

8. SCE's requests would require us to, reconsider major 
elements of 0.88-12-030. 

9. On~er SCE's proposal, ORA would be required to file its 
DPV2 prepared testimony the day after ORA's merger testimony is 
due. 

10. SCE's proposed schedule presumes that an Addendum to the 
EIR, rather than a Supplemental EIRr will be required under CEQA. 

~~. For its OPV2 filing, SCE does not intend to include any 
scenarios usinq ER7 assumptions. 

12. The Joint Rulinq directs SCE to use ER7 assumptions as 
its base case for the OPV2 reevaluation, if a Phase lA decision in 

~ the BRPU is delayed. 
WIll' 13. The .joint Ruling directs SCE to augment its merqer filing 

with a scenario using ER7 assumptions. 
14. SCE's request requires major modifications to 

0 .. 88-12-030 and raises issues that were not contemplated in that 
phase of the proceeding. 

15. On September Z9, ~988, seE joined ORA in stipulating to 
the CPC&N conditions adopted in 0.88-12-030. 

16. SCE knew as early as September 1988 that: (a) it would 
need to renegotiate the circumstances under which LADWP could build 
OPV2 and (b) its decision to pursue the merger with SDG&E would. 
triqger a reevaluation of the project, the timing of which could 
render a mid-1990 construction start date infeasible. 

17. Oecoupling ,the OPV2 reevaluation from the merger and BRPU 
proceedings will permit, but not guarantee, a more expeditious 
consideration of DPV2 under merger conditions. 

- 18 -
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COnelusion§ of Law 

1. SqE's petition is procedurally improper .. 
2. SCE's petition should be denied on substantive grounds. 
3. SCE's proposal for accelerating the Joint Ruling schedule 

is unreasonable, qiven the present uncertainty over CEQA 
requirements and other procedural considerations. 

4. The procedural modifications described in Section E of 
this order are reasonable and should be adopted. 

s. This order should be eftectivetoday so that SCE can 
begin preparation of its testimony as soon as possible. 

Itt IS ORDERED that: 
1. Southern California Utility Power Pool and Southern 

Cities are granted permission to intervene in this proceeding. 
2. The petition of Southern Calitornia Edison (SCE) for 

modification of D.88-12-030, dated October 10, 1989, is denied .. 
3. The motion of SCE for a revised procedural schedule, 

dated October 10, 1989, is denied. 
4. Ordering Paragraph 6 of 0 .. 88-12-030 is modified to read 

as follows: 
6 .. By February 1, 1990, SCE shall submit 

copies of the applicable siqned agreements 
implementinq the benefit enhancement 
measures referenced above, and copies of 
signed contracts for transmission service 
over DPV1 fro: 1990-93, over DPV2, and 
over SCE's existing system west of Devers 
SUbstation, including all final amendments 
to the SCE/LADWP Exchange Agreement. 

S. Ordering Paragraph 12 of 0 .. 88-12-030 is modified to read 
as follows: 

12. By February 1, 1990, SCE shall file an 
amended cost estimate for the project 
reflecting: 

- 19 -
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• (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

• 'I 

Any adjustments in adopted projeet 
eosts due to antieipated delays in 
starting the projeet or inflation; 

Any adjustments in projeet eosts as a 
result of final design eriteria; and 

Additional projeet eosts. resulting 
from the adopted mitigation measures 
(and mitigation monitoring progr~). 

This filing will be in the form of an 
adviee letter, requesting Commission 
aetion on approving or rejeeting the 
amended eost data. 

6. The proeedural sehedule set forth in the Joint 

I • 

issued Administrative Law Jud~e Ruling on Coordination Procedures, 
July" 17, 1989 in A.85-12-012, A.88-12-035" and I.89-07-004, is 
modified as follows: 

(a) seE may file its prepared testimony and 

-, Proponent's Environmental Assessment (PEA) 
reevaluating OPV2 under merger eonditions 
prior to the issuanee of a Phase lA 
decision in 1.89-07-004. • (b) 

(c) 

(d) 

". 

The purpose of this filing is to analyze, 
under a set o·f reasonable seenarios, with 
and without OPV2, the likely range of 
project net benefits under merger 
conditions. 

In its filing, SCE shall inelude an 
evaluation of the no-projeet alternatives 
presented in its amended OPV2 applieation 
(e.g., the "Infinite Bridge"' and the 
"Expanded Bridge"'), under a range of 
possible merger seenarios. 

In its filing, SCE shall include a case 
using the planning assumptions adopted in 
the california Energy Commission's Seventh 
Eleetricity Report (ER7). For this 
purpose, seE should use the SERASYM BIt7 
data set being developed in A .. 8'S-12-035, 
the merger proeeeding. 

- 20 -
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(e) In preparation of its filing, SCE shall 
confer with ORA to identify the likely 
scenarios ana merger outcomes thatshoula 
contribute to this analysis. 

(f) Evidentiary hearinqs in the OPV2 
reevaluation are not re~irea to await the 
AL'J rulinq on transmisslon anasystexn 
integration in the merger proeee4inq. 

The proceaural scheaule may be moaified as neeaea by subsequent 
rulinqs of the assiqned ALJ Or Commissioner. 

7. Following SCE's submittal of testimony ana CACD's 
assessment of CEQA requirements, the assigned Administrative Law 
Judqe shall schedule a further prehearing conference to address 
scheaulinq and procedural issues, including those raised in this 
order. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated DEC· 6 1989~ , at San Francisco, california. 

G. MITCHELL WIJ( 
Presldent 

FREDERICK Ft OUOA 
STANLEY W .. HULETT 
JOHN B~ OHANlAN· 
PATRICtA M. ECKERT 

Commisslonera 

. ! CERTIIFY THAT iHIS DEC:S10N 
WAS APPROV:;D:, BY ;1'-1: A~O'tE 

COMMiSSlO-NE~S ~O;)A Y .... --: 

- 21 - !J~ ~~,14/~ 
WESLEY FRANKLIN, 2'~;r:9'-riX"CU~jv~ !)irccto! 

/)6" 
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~l. 
Pa9 e 1 

Prcx:e:3"ral CooJ:dS.:nat:i. of A.85-12-o12, 
J:..88-12:1'35.,Jmtl I.§9::Q7=004 

Biem.iaJ. Reso.D:ce 
Plan Update 

~ a .. 89=g7=9Q4.l 

July ER-7 &Ise case 
Oata set· 

" .. 
" 

" Utility Phase lA" 
Testimony .. " 

SCZIsr;t;&E· Merger 
0·88-12=035) 

SCE/SI:G&E SUppl. 
on Alten"latives 

Phase lA ~ 
workshops/PJ?tpert 1-~l~ T~; I 

I ER-7 Base Case I 
I~ ___ ~ ~ __ ) 

Interve.nor/DRA. 
Phase lA Te.sti:nony 

T Mocl"'el~ WorKSbo'Ps- : - - - - - - .... -.-

( Cont.inu.ecl) 

IPV2 Reevaluaticn 
(A. 85=12=9l2) 
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A'I'TACHt>lENT , 
Pagc 2 

P.r:ocelIxr.aJ. OXIJ:diMtion of A-85-1.2-o12, 
A~88-l2-()3~ and X ~89::()1;004 

B.i.enniaJ. ~ 
Plan 'OpCSa'tc. 

(Continued) 

~ a~89=07:0Q4) 
SI::£/sr:::J:,,&1!; Metgc;t 

0·88-12:935,) 

Jan 
'PJ.J MS:n:;/Dt'aft 
PhaSe lA DeeisiQn* .... , ....... 

DP92~ 
0.85=12-(12) 

]?HC 

Feb·. (Phase lB/1C to , , ..... ... 
be sched\Jled) .... 

July 

.... , ... , ....... , ... .... 
~ Intere.ste:i Parties ... 

Te.st:ilronj'* 
FHC-3 

E 
V 
I 
D. t

l-~-I 
I Op./p;an I Modeling wQ:&.sh~ 
I Be.r1ef1ts I 

H 
E 
A 
R 
I 
N 
G 
S 

.--- .... -

t - - - ~ - ... , 
WMin9 1 
IQn~.& 1 

1 S',:{stem Integ"r .. I'" ... 
.... - ~ - -~ " 

..... 1:rft:JtrverJCrj 
~SUpple.mental 

'I'estilnony 

~.Evid..~ 

"'!he ~ct issuance date d.epends Qn 'N'hether an '/JJ.:1 RuJ.ing Qr :tnte:cil'n 
DecisiQn will ~ issued.. Because of this unce:r:tainty, coupled with the 
test:iJr,Qny due dates esta:blished in the me.:ger proeeec1ing', :i.l"1te:reste 
parties tray l'lQt ):le. aole to incorporate the Pbase lA ~ons :into 
their merger testimcmy. If this is, the case, 'We will ~ parties to 
use the CEC ER-7 assumptions. as their:base ease soe.nzcrio .. 

(END OF ATTACHMENT 1) 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

A. 85-12-012 

EDISON'S PROPOSED PROCEDURAL SCHEDULE 

10/27/89 

12/1/89 

1/18/89 

1/29-1/:31/90 

2/12/90 

3/5/90 

4/4/90 

12/31/90 

6/1/9:3 

Prehearinq conference to a~opt a 
procedural schedule and to obtain 
concurrence on scenarios, assumptions an~ 
methodo·loqies for the analysis of DPV2 
cost effectiveness un~er likely merqer 
outcomes, with an~ without DPV2 

E~ison files· prepare~ testimony on 
reevaluation of DPV2 in the context of 
the merger an~ satisfies Or~erinq 
Paraqraph No.3 of D. 88-12-030.. E~ison 
sutlmits revised amended Proponent's 
Environmental Assessment. 

ORA and other parties su~mit prepared 
testimony 

Hearinqs (3 days estimate~) 
Adden~um to· Environmental Impact Report 
(-EIa-) made available to parties* 

Concurrent briefs filed 

ALJ Decision issued with EIR Ad~endum 
attached 

CPUC Decision issued with EIR Addendum 
attached 

Compliance filinqs on contracts for 
benefit enhancement measures, and relevant 
transmission service as well as on the 
amended DPV2' cost estimate 

DPV2 scheduled in-service date** 

* If the cpue determines that a supplemental EIR is needed, 
this schedule could be mOdified to accommodate CEQA 
requirements without oth~rwise modifyinq this schedule. 

** It should tie noted that Edison would also make the 
appropriate cost recovery filing'S (e.q .. " Majo·r Addition 
Adjustment Clause ("MAAC") procedure and reasonableness 
showings). 

(END OF ATTACHMENT 2) 
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. 

Southern C8lLfornla ·Edlson Company 

. Application No. 85-12..012 

-DeverS-Palo Verde No.2 Transmission Line 

Identification of Proposed Cases 

1. Edison's Merger case In Chief (Cle) 

2. CPCN Case 
(CIC Without 250 MW Merger LT FTS* Revenues) 

3. Infinite Bridge Alternative 

4. No Project Alternative - Reference 

5. Operating Date Sensitivities 

a~ June 1997 

b. June1995 

6.. Revenue Enhancement Sensitivities 

7.. Callfornla-Oregon Transmission Project-Out Sensitivity 

8.. Possible Merger Sensitivities 

s .. No 250 MW"Merger L T FTS after 6/93 

1) With Devers-Palo Verde No.2 

2) With Infinite Bridge 

b. 350 MW Merger L T FTS after 6/93 

1) With Devers-Palo, Verde No.2 

2) With Infinite Bridge 

. 
• LT FTS: Long-Term, Finn TransmIssion Service 

(END OF ATTACHMENT 3) 
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A1'TACBMENT 4 
Page 1 

Orderinq Paragraphs in D.88-12-030, 
as;MQgitie4 by ThiiJPecision* 

XNTERXJLQRPEB 

IT' IS ORDERED that:. 
l. A certificate of public convenience and necessity (CPC&N) 

is grantea, subject to the conditions set forth in this oraer, to 
Southern California Edison company (SCE) to· construct and operate a 
second SOO kilovolt (kV) transmission line between its Devers 
substation and the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating stations in 
Arizona (DPV2-). 

2. This certificate is granted for an operating date of no 
sooner than June l, 1993. 

~ 

:3. By January 15-, 1990 SCE shall submit a report to the 
Commission describing the status of the efforts of SCEcorp (SCE's 
parent company) to merge with San Diego Gas & Electric Company 
(SDG&E). This report will inaicate, as of January 1,1990, whether 
(a) a merger agreement has been enterea into by SCEcorp or SCE and 
SOG&E, (b) SCEcorp or SCE has commencea and is continuinq a 
solicitation of SDG&E shareholders for the purpose of a merger, and 
(c) SCEcorp or SCE has a public merger offer with SDG&E 
outstanaing. If one or more of these conaitions exist as of 
January 1, 1990, or if a merger is consummatea prior to this date, 
SCE (1) shall not commence construction of DPV2 and (2) shall 
petition the Commission tor reevaluation of OPV2 in the context of 
the then status of the merger activity. To protect DPV2 project 
dates, SCE may solicit bids from material suppliers prior to 
January 1, 1990, but may not awara any contracts for the purchase 
of material. 

~ *Chanqesja44itions are note4 by underline4 seetions. 
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4. By July 1, 1989 SCE shall submit to the commission a 
statement of its plans to enhance the net ~enefits attri~utable to 
OPV2 in the early years by measures such as increased transmission 
service revenues, transmission capacity layoffs, or other measures. 
This report shall include an analysis, including a production 
costing analysis, of the net benefits that would be derived from 
implementation of such plan, and showing that the enhanced benefits 
could not be realized without having OPV2 in service prior to 1997. 
The goal in implementing these benefit enhancements will be to 
generate additional net benefits to enhance the near-term benefits 
so that the impact on the ratepayers during the 1993-97 time period 
will not be Substantially different than under ORA's 1997 
in-service date case (Case W(97) in EXh. 32). 

s. By July 1, 1989 SCE shall submit to the Commission a 
study on the likelihood and potential impact of a simultaneous 
outage of both the OPVl and DPV2 lines. This study shall assess 
alternative measures for mitigating the impacts of such a 
simultaneous outage, and the effectiveness, cost, reliability, and 
feasibility of these measures. 

6. By February 1. 199~, SCE shall s~mit copies of the 
applica~le signed agreements implementing the ~enefit enhancement 
measures referenced above, and copies of signed contracts for 
transmission service over OWl from 1990-93, over DPV2, and over 
SCE's existing system west of the Devers SUbstation, including all 
final amendments to the SCE/LADWP Exchange Agreement. 
. 7. By November 1, 1989, SCE shall submit to, the Commission a 

report analyzing the failures of the OPVl line which occurred "on 
August 21, 1986 and October 29, 1987 due ,to. wind loading. This 
report will include responses to the following questions related to 
the vulnerability of the Devers substation to· seismic events: 
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l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

M'TACSMENT 4 
Page 3 

What level seismic shaking ("G" forces) is 
incorporated in design of foundations and 
in specifications for equipment. 

What provisions for equipment movement from 
dislocation or ground displacement have 
been made ... 

What is the estimated availability and mean 
time to repair damaged equipment~ 

How much damage could De sustaine~ and what 
level of serv~ee maintained at Devers. 

5. ,What capacity exists to- serve Palm Sprinqs 
and the SCE system in general if Devers is 
out of service due to- temporary repairs. 
(Final EIR at p. 19.) 

SCE shall provide a copy of its responses to these questions to the 
City of Palm Springs. 

8. As soon as SCE can do so with a reasonable degree of 
certainty, it shall describe in writing what it believes will be 
the final provisions of the amendment to the HLos Angeles-Edison 
Exchange Agreement Between the Department of water and Power of the 
city of Los Angeles and Southern California Edison Company," which 
is presently being negotiated to provide, among other things, for 
the Department of Water and Power to receive transmission service 
over DPV1 from June 1, 1990 until the earlier of (1) the date when 
DPV2 commences commercial operation or (2) June 1, 1993. 

9. SCE shall implement the mitigation measures contained in 
the Draft and the Final Environmental Impact Reports and Addendum 
(EIR). 

lO. All =easonable costs related to- the mitigation monitoring 
program shall be considered as construction expenses related to 
this project. 
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11. within 90 days, the Executive Director shall prepare ana 
present to the Commission a recommenaea mitiqation monitoring 
proqram consistent with the discussion in this decision. The 
recommendation shall include an estimated cost for the proqram. 

12. By FeQ~atY 1, 1990, SCE shall file an amended cost 
estimate for the project, reflecting': 

(a) Any adjustments in adopted project costs 
due to anticipated delays in starting the 
project or inflation; 

(~) 

(c) 

Any adjustments in project costs as a 
result of final design criteria; and 

Additional project costs resulting from 
the adopted mitigation measures (and 
mitigation monitorinq program). 

This filing will ~e in the form of an advice letter, requesting 
Commission action on approving or rejecting the amended cost data. 

13. No later than six months prior to the project in-service 
date, SCE shall report the tirm summer rating of OPV2. It this 
rating is finally determined to ~e ~elow 1140 MW, SCE shall include 
in an advice letter filing the per-megawatt costs of the project 
and a recommendation for commission action on adjusting the final 
cost cap. 

14. Except as otherwise provided for in this order, SCE's 
share of total project costs subject to ratebasing shall not exceed 
the lesser of (1) $172,400,000 or (2') SCE's final ownership 
interest times the total cost of jointly owned facilities, plus 
100% of the 220 kV Devers substation costs and 100% of right-ot-way 
acquisition costs. Atter considering the information filed on the 
actual firm summer rating, per Ordering Paragraph 13 above r the 
Commission may make further acljustments to the cost cap .. 
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15. During construction SCE shall file quarterly reports for 
the project which contain: 

(a) A period cost report reflecting: 

1. Monthly budgeted expenses 

2. Actual monthly expenses 

3. Buageted total cost to date 

4. Actual total cost to date 

so. 'rotal committed costs to date 

6. 'rotal Dudgeted costs tor the project 
at completion 

7. Forecasted total costs for the project 
at completion 

CD) S-curve graphs showing Dudqeted and actual 
project costs by month, and year-to-date. 

(c) An exhibit showing the major milestones ot 
scheduling tor each major phase ot the 
project. 

(d) A narrative explanation of the major 
accomplishments and problems occurring 
since the last report with special 
emphasis on any variance from budgeted 
expenses or construction schedules, and a 
description of SCE's progress toward the 
major milestone including an estimate of 
whether those milestone will be achieved 
within budgeted costs and on schedule. 

16. SCE Shall not apply for cost recovery of any amount above 
the amenaed cost estimate, pursuant to Ordering Paragraphs l2 and 
13, except that SCE may apply for reasonable costs caused by delay 
in initial construction in an amount equal to the adopted cost of 
the project times the increase in the Producer Price Index for 
Industrial Commodities, subgroup, 10 ~etals and Metal Products,H as 
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published ~y the u.s. Bureau of Labor statistics for each month the 
initial construction is delayed past June 1, 1993. SCE may apply 
for added adjustments only with a showing of unforeseen 
circumstances as approved by the commission after advice letter 
filing. 

17. Unless otherwise indicated, SCE shall make all filings 
ordered above as compliance filings with an original and 12 
conformed copies, and serve all parties of record with either the 
filing or notice that the filing has been made and When a copy can 
be o~tained from SCE. The filings shall comply with the applicaDle 
rules in Article 2 of the Rules of Practice and Procedure and shall 
have attached a certificate showing service by mail on all parties~ 
The compliance filings shall be part of the pU):)lic record for this 
proceeding. In addition, two copies of each filing shall be sent 
to the Commission Advisory and Compliance Division with a 
transmittal letter stating the proceeding and decision numbers. 

18. Consistent with the discussion in this decision, DRA 
shall conduct a study on power-pooling/coordination arrangements 
among California utilities, including a compilation of information 
on power-pooling/coordination arrangements in other regions of the 
county. This study Shall include a case analysis of SCE's power 
transfers with other utilities. DRA shall submit a proposal and 
schedules to the Executive Director for completing this study by 

June 1, 1989. A final report shall be filed no· later than 
twenty-four (24) months from the effective date of this order. 

19. Consistent with the discussion in this decision, a draft 
OIR for modifying GO 131-C to incorporate a joint study 
pre-application phase for CPC&N proceedings shall be prepared for 
commission consideration. 
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20. The Executive Director of the COmmission sh4l1 file a 
Notice of Deter.mination for the project, as set forth in Appendix F 
to this decision, with the Secretary of Resources~ 

This order is .effective today~ 
Dated December 9, 1988·, at San Francisco, California. V" 

STANLEY W. HULE1"1' 
Pres1.dent 

DONALO VIAL 
FREDERICK R.. OUDA 
G. MITCHELL· WILle 
JOHN :B ~ OHANIAN 

Commissioners 
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~ an in-service date of June 1993. Moreover, accordinq t~~, if it 
is unable to commence construction prior to June 1990~the Los 
Angeles Oepartment of water and Power (LADWP) woul~ve the right 
to build OPV2 under the terms ot the Exchange A 
amended. 

cedural schedule be Therefore, seE requests that the 
accelerated, so that a final decision on 
be issued no, later than April 4, 1990. 
date, SCE proposes to tile testimony 0 

, achieve this decision 
December 1, 1989, along 

with an amended proponent's Environme tal Assessment (PEA). 
Attachment 2 presents SCE's propose As clarified at the 
November 6, 1989 PHC, SCE intends 0 base its reevaluation ot OPV2 
on their merger case-in-chief (C C), augmented by relevant 
assumptions from the Joint Stu used to evaluate OPV2 on a stand
alone basis. 5 AttaChment~o tlines the scope of analysis and 
sensitivities that SCE plan to present in its DecemPer tiling. 

In addition, SCE requests an extension of time to comply 
with ordering paraqraphsp- and 12 of 0.8S-12-030. (See Section A. 
above.) SCE states that'it has been unable to finalize contracts 
for benefit enhancemen:!. measures and transmission service, as 
required by order~.ng aragraph 6 of D.SS-12-030. Although SCE 
stipulated to this ondition, SCE asserts that it did not 
anticipate the de ee of reluctance on the part of potential 
purchasers to si contracts until the OPV2' construction 
commencement a in-service dates were certain. 6 In SCE's view, 
the delay in e CPC&N resulting from the merqer condition, coupled 

5 Tlvl term "stand-alone" refers to' the SCE system assuming non
merger 'onditions. 

6 September 29, 1988, SCE joined ORA in stipulating to this 
and 0 er conditions to the CPC&N. ~he ordering paragraphs of 
D.88 12-030 incorporate te exact languaqe of the stipulation. 

- 5- -
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Any adjustments in adopted project 
eosts due to anticipated delays in 
starting the project or inflation; 

Any adjustments in project costs as a 
result of tinal design criteria; and 

Additional project costs resulting 
from the adopted mitigation measures 
(and mitigation monitoring program). 

This filing will be in the form 0 an 
advice letter, requesting Commi ion 
action on approving or rejeeti q the 
amended cost data. 

6. The procedural schedule set forth in e Joint 
Administrative Law Judge Ruling on Coordinat' n Procedures, issued 
July 17, 1989 in A.85-12-012, A.88-12-035, nd %.89-07-004, is 
modified as follows: 

(a) SCE may file its prepare testimony and 
Proponent's Environmen 1 Assessment (PEA) 
reevaluating DPV2 und merger conditions 
prior to the issuanc of a Phase lA 
decision in 1.89-07 04. 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

The purpose ot th's tiling is to analysis, 
under a set of r asonable scenarios, with 
and without OPV , the likely range of 
project net be efits under merger 
conditions. 

In its fil' 9, SCE shall include an 
of the no-project alternatiVes 

in its amended DPV2 application 
(e.g., e RInfinite BridgeR and the 
"Expan d BridgeR), under a range of 
possi e merger scenarios. 

In ~s filing, SCE shall include a case 
US~9 the planning assumptions adopted in 
t~ California Enerqy Commission's Seventh 
EAeetricity Report (lm7). For this 

urpose, SCE sh.ould use the SERAS"iM F:R7 
data set being developed in A.88-l2-035, 
the merger proceeding. 
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20. The Executive Oirector of the Commi 
Notice of Oetermination for the projeet, as 
to, this d.ecision, with the Secretary of Re 

This ord.er is effective today. 

/ 
/ 

shall file a 
in Appendix F 

Oated Oecember 6, 1988, at Sa Francisco" California. 

STANLEY W.. HOLETT 
President 

OONALD VIAL 
FREOERICK R. O'OOA 
G.MITCHELL WILK 
JOHN B. OHANIAN 

Commissioners 

OF ~CBMENT' 4) 


